Insights into neutralizing antibodies and HIV envelope.
HIV-1 neutralizing antibodies are directed to the Envelope glycoprotein trimer on the surface of the virion and block entry into target cells in vitro. During infection, closely related but distinct variants arise in infected individuals, and the interplay of Envelope and neutralizing antibodies is a dynamic process. Vaccines that generate neutralizing antibodies and drugs that inhibit entry must address the issue of variation of subtypes worldwide. The purpose of this review is to summarize major advances in the neutralizing antibody field published during 2005 and early 2006. The main themes that are covered in this review include new findings in the development of neutralizing antibodies during natural and experimental infection, characterization of monoclonal antibodies with neutralizing activity, Envelope structural data, the development of novel Envelope constructs, and novel approaches designed to generate neutralizing antibodies by vaccination. Advances leading to a better understanding of the structure of the Envelope and the character of neutralizing antibodies that develop during the course of infection have provided important clues to guide the design of better immunogens and drugs to block attachment. These findings have implications for prophylactic and therapeutic vaccine approaches, drugs, and antibody-based therapies to reduce HIV transmission.